
Empowering Projects 
with 

e·silentpartner

Streamlined Management for Unmatched Efficiency and Collaboration



Various Views and Tools

Planning and Management

● End to End Project Management

● Planning, Task Assignment and Resourcing made easy 

with different views: Gantt charts, timelines, and 

Kanban boards.

● Increase team collaboration and facilitate stakeholder 

communication and share Digital Assets on the go.

● Track progress and stay on top of deadlines with critical 

path calculation.

● Customizable PM dashboards.
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Task Management
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Swift Task Management

● Effortlessly manage task delegation and facilitate 

team collaboration

●  Increase productivity with ready-to-use tools to 

quickly create tasks or apply project plan templates. 

●  Save time seamlessly transferring tasks between 

projects

●  Maintain consistency across projects by easily 

duplicating task structures



Set and Track Baseline Plans
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Progress Tracking Made Easy

● Monitor progress, control deviation, 

and stay on track by creating 

baselines. 

● Communicate and Collaborate with 

your team.

● Share Assets.



Create Estimates from a Plan
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Generate cost estimates

● Provide an accurate projection of 

expenses and nail your estimate using 

project plan cost estimation.

● Create estimate versions, adjust as 

needed keep historical data for 

accuracy.



Efficiently assign tasks
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● Simplify Task management and 

maintain and efficient workflow by 

using our communication and task 

assignment tools.



Project Financial Reports

Gain insights into the financial health of the project through comprehensive reports, 
including revenue, expenses, and budget analysis.1

Understand the financial performance of the project by examining key metrics such as 
profitability & cash flow.2

Evaluate the project's financial risks and opportunities through in-depth analysis of cost 
variances, funding sources, and financial forecasting.3



Manage project budgets and analyze expenses

Utilize effective budget management strategies to ensure project success. Monitor and track 
expenses regularly to identify any discrepancies or potential cost savings.1

Implement budget forecasting techniques to estimate future expenses and plan accordingly. 
Analyze expense data to identify trends and patterns, enabling informed decision-making for 
cost optimization.

2

Leverage budget analysis tools and software to streamline the budgeting process. Generate 
detailed reports and visualizations for effective communication and transparency with 
stakeholders.
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Streamline project communication and collaboration

Teams can easily share files, updates, and feedback, leading to improved project 
communication and collaboration thru our blogs1

Blogs provides real-time collaboration features like shared digital assets and comments, 
enabling teams to work together seamlessly.2

The platform also offers integration with popular project management tools, simplifying task 
tracking and enhancing productivity.3
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